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Jerry Schlichter’s name may not be familiar to you, but he is to the retirement
industry what Jim Wilkes was to the nursing home industry and Bill Lerach and his
local protege, the late Gene Cauley, were to publicly traded companies. Schlichter, of
St. Louis, pioneered a particular kind of litigation designed to punish employers who
don’t live up to the fiduciary responsibilities that come with offering a defined
contribution retirement plan.

In 2006, as the 401(k) era approached its 30th anniversary, Schlichter’s firm,
Schlichter Bogard & Denton LLP, launched its new line of business: It filed a dozen
civil suits against large employers whose retirement funds required employees to pay
what the employee defendants argued were unnecessarily large fees.

The line of work has been hit or miss — $334 million in settlements between 2010
and 2017 but a couple of notable whiffs this year: cases against Northwestern
University in Chicago and New York University were dismissed outright. The Wall
Street Journal reported that it took eight years for Schlichter Bogard & Denton to
break even on the contingency work.
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Schlichter’s biggest win, legally speaking, was a U.S. Supreme Court ruling that made
this clear: A plan sponsor’s fiduciary duty to employee-investors is continual. Plan
administrators are supposed to act with “care, skill, prudence and diligence,” the
justices declared unanimously in 2015.

In short: If you offer a 401(k) or a 403(b), you have a legal duty to make sure your
employees aren’t being ripped off, and you can’t just leave it on autopilot.

One of my persistent complaints about the 401(k) system is that employees who
want the benefits — tax deferral and employer matches, as well as the much more
generous contribution limits compared with IRAs — are stuck with the plans their
employers choose for them.

Sometimes employers choose a plan for reasons that aren’t for the exclusive benefit
of plan participants, as federal law requires. This includes quid pro quo
arrangements in which owners or executives are rewarded at the expense of
employees who are forced to pay more than they should. But the more common kind
of fiduciary failure is simple inertia — failing to bid out the business in order to make
sure the pricing is still competitive. The Society for Human Resource Management
recommends bidding employee benefits of all kinds every three to five years.

Now, your company’s 401(k) or your nonprofit’s 403(b) is probably not big enough
to attract Schlichter’s attention, but some smaller fry might be happy to file a lawsuit
on behalf of your employees who discover that their retirements are going to be less
secure because you didn’t protect them from predatory fees or unsuitable
investments.
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Here’s the thing: A 401(k) plan that is managed with care, skill, prudence and
diligence are as good for executives, who may be paying fees on higher balances, as
for rank-and-file workers, who can’t afford an expensive mistake. If you haven’t
priced plans in a few years, you may find that retirement plans are the rare employee
benefit that has actually become less expensive.

Here’s what the WSJ reported last
year: “Consumer advocates say
[Schlichter’s] litigation has saved
401(k) participants nationwide
billions of dollars by helping to push
down 401(k) fees, which declined
17% from 2009 to 2014, according to
financial-information provider BrightScope Inc.”

Other factors placing downward pressure on the retirement plan fees include the
maturing of the market — most companies that want to offer retirement plans
already do, meaning most new business must be lured away from someone else —
and fee transparency regulations that took effect in 2012.

The worst thing that can happen from bidding out your retirement plan is you can
prove that you really did put your employees’ interest first. That could help you in
court.
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How big is the business Jerry Schlichter created? Last year Investment News posted
on its website a series titled “10 big settlements in 401(k) excessive-fee lawsuits,”
with each case on a separate page like child stars who didn’t age well. Yes, fiduciary
failure has become clickbait.

Email Gwen Moritz, editor of Arkansas Business, at GMoritz@ABPG.com and follow
her on Twitter at @gwenmoritz.
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